Abstract
Introduction
The available bit rate (ABR) service defined by the ATM Forum [l] supports applications that allow the ATM source end system t o adjust the information transfer rate based on bandwidth availability in the network. Such applications include LAN interconnect, file transfer and Frame Rday. By the specifications in [l] , on the establishment of an ABR connection, the user shall specify t o the network both a maximum bandwidth and a minimum required bandwidth, designated as peak cell rate (PCR) and minimum cell rate (MCR), respectively, for the requested connection. The source starts t o transmit at an initial cell rate (ICR), which is greater than or equal to MCR, and may adjust its rate up t o PCR based on congestion and bandwidth information from the network.
A key performance issue associated with ABR service is fair allocation of network bandwidth for each virtual connection (VC). An intuitive notion of fairness in ABR service is that every VC is entitled t o as much network bandwidth as any other VC. In particular, the ATM Forum has adopted the max-min fairness criterion to allocate network bandwidth for ABR connections Prior efforts to design ABR algorithms to achieve the max-min fair rate allocation, such as [ 3 , 7, 8, 9 , 101 did not address the fairness issue in the context of each individual connection's MCR requirement and PCR constraint. Only very simple cases where the MCR is assumed t o be negligible and the PCR is assumed to be the link rate are considered. For connections with MCR/PCR constraints, a new fair rate allocation policy is required.
In this paper, we present the weighted max-min (WMM) fairness policy with MCR/PCR support for each individual connection. Here, we assign the weight of each session t o be its MCR,I which is likely t o be used as the billjng criterion for ABR service by network providers. This policy was informally described in [5, 141 for the simple single node case without the PCR constraint. In this paper, we further extend this policy to include the PCR constraint. We also present a centralized bandwidth assignment algorithm to achieve the WMM fairness policy in any network topology with an arbitrary number of virtual connections and prove its correctness.
Even though a formal definition and a centralized algorithm for WMM fairness policy are essential for our understanding of how this policy works in allocating network bandwidth for each VC, the practical significance of this policy would be limited if we cannot come up with a distributed ABR algorithm to achieve this policy. Therefore, we develop a distributed ABR algorithm consistent with the ATM Forum ABR Traffic Management framework t o achieve the W M M fairness policy. Our ABR algorithm is based on the Intelligent Markzng technique by Siu and Tzeng [ll, 121, Theorem 1 An ABR-feasible ra,te vector r is WMM fair if and only if each session has either U a WMM-bottleneck link with respect to T or a rate assignment equal to its PCR.
From now on, we shall use the terms "session", "virtual connection", and "connection" interchangeably through".?, 'ir paper.
Theorem 2
There exists a unique rate vector that satisfies the WMM fairness policy.
0
Based on Theorem 1, we construct the following centralized algorithm t o compute the rate allocation for each session in any network N such that the WMM fairness policy is satisfied.
Algorithm 1 t o achieve the WMM fairness policy.
This algorithm describes the iterative steps of rate allocation for each session 1. Start the rat,e allocation of each session with its MCR.
2. Increase the rate of each session at a rate proportional t o its MCR until either some link becomes saturated or some session reaches its PCR, whichever comes first.
.
For the sessions that either traverse saturated links or have reached their PCRs, remove such sessions and their associated bandwidth from the network.
4. If there is no session left, the algorithm terminates; otherwise, go back to
Step 2 for the remaining sessions and remaining network capacity.
U
To show the practical merit of implementing the WMM rate allocation policy for ABR service, we will develop an explicit rate (ER)-based ABR algorithm conforming to the ATM Forum ABR traffic management specifications [l] in the next section.
A Simple ABR Implementation
A generic closed-loop rate-based congestion control mechanism for ABR service is shown in Fig. 1 The ATM Forum Traffic Management Group has specified source and destination behavior. 
U
The destination end system simply returns every RM cell back towards the source upon receiving it.
Our ABR switch algorithm for WMM fairness policy employs ER calculation and is based on the Intelligent Marking technique for max-min fair rate allocation, originally proposed in [lo] and further refined in [ll, 121 . The key idea of this technique is to let each congested switch estimate the max-min bottleneck link rate at a link of a switch with a small number of computations and without keeping track of each VC's state information (so called per-VC accounting). Using feedback mechanisms, the ER field of a returning RM cell is set t o the minimum of all the estimated bottleneck link rates on all its traversing links to achieve maxmin fair share. The details of the Intelligent Marking technique are given in [ll] . 
Simulation Results
Here we present a simulation study demonstrating the effectiveness of our ABR algorithm in achieving the WMM fairness policy.
The ATM switches in all the simulations are assumed t o have output buffers with a speedup equal t o the number of their ports. The buffer of each output port of a switch employs the simple FIFO queuing discipline and is shared by all VCs going through that port. At each output port of an A T M switch, we implement the switch algorithm for the WMM fairness policy. In all of our simulations, we assume persistent sources, i.e., all sources will attempt t o transmit cells at their maximum allowable cell rates. Table 1 lists the parameters used in our simulation. The distance from sourc.e/destination to the switch is 100 m and the link distance between ,4TM switches is 10 km (this corresponds to a LAN environment).
The Peer-to-Peer Network Configuration
In this network configuration (Fig. 3) , the output port link of SW1 (Link 12 Table 2 . Fig. 4 shows the ACR a t source for sessions s l , s2 and s3, respectively. The cell rates shown in the plot are normalized with respect to the link rate (150 Mbps) for easy comparison with those values obtained with our centralized algorithm under unit link capacity (Table 2) . After the initial transient period, we see that the cell rates of each VC match fairly well with the rates listed in Table 2 . To study the network utilization of our ABR algorithm, we also shyw the inter-switch link utilization (Link 12) and the queue size of the congested switch (SWlYin Fig. 5 , we find that the link is 100% utilized with reasonably small buffer requirements.
The Parking Lot Network Configuration
The name of this configuration is derived from theater parking lots, which consist of several parking areas connected via a single exit path [6] . The specific parking lot configuration that we use is shown in Fig. 6 where VC sessions s l and s2 start from the first switch and go to the last switch. s3 and s4 start from S W 2 and SW3, respectively, and terminate at the last switch. Table 3 lists the MCR requiremcnt, the PCR constraint, and the WMM rate allocation for each session. Fig. 7 shows the normalized cell rate of each VC session under our ABR algorithm. 'fie see that they match well with the rates listed in 'I'able 3, which are obtained through the ~~~ centralized algorithm. Fig. 8 shows the link utilizations of Link34 and the output port buffer occupancy of SW3 fur the same simulation run, Again, the congested link is 100% utilized with low buffer occupancy.
Our simulation r~s u l l s show that the rate dlocation by our smple ABR aigorithm matches closely with the centralized WMM fairness policy in a LAN environment. For a wide area nctwork, a heuristic algorithm such as ours usually requires careful system parameter tuning, and a more sophisticated ABR ?witch algorithm requiring per-VC accounting such as 141 may be necessary, But in a LAN environment, where implementation cost may well be the most important criterion in the choice of an ABR switch algorithm, our algorithm offers satisfactory performance with minimum implement ation complexity. 
